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Biosemiotics in Ancient Egyptian Texts
The Key to Long-Lost Signs Found in Myth, Religion, Psychology, Art and Literature

Judy Kay King, Envision Editions, Ltd., United States of America
Abstract: Biosemiotics is biology interpreted as sign systems, that is, the sign is a fundamental biological unit such as a
protein or molecule. A broad study of eight Ancient Egyptian texts, spanning 2000 years, reveals that over 870 decoded
signs exhibit a unified matrix of ancient Egyptian science that mirrors modern scientific knowledge. The Pharaohs were
aware of bacterial genetics, space physics, quantum physics, and molecular biology, including recent research in cosmology
related to String Theory, Black Hole theory and dark energy. The clever monarchs veiled their impressive scientific knowledge
in a religious literature of double-signified signs and symbols with related artwork. This decoded scientific sign system not
only maps an actual chemical reaction pathway, but it also provides the key to signs found in the ancient myths of
Sumer/Babylonia, India, and Greece. Further, the masked Egyptian knowledge shows that religious themes, such as the
dying, rising god and virgin birth, model the genetic activity of a complex virus called bacteriophage Lambda. Related to
the full scientific focus of the funerary text study, Albrecht Durer’s mystifying engraving Melancholia I and William Blake’s
aborted masterpiece The Four Zoas are elucidated. This research into ancient Egyptian texts and modern science is called
The Isis Thesis and reveals an elaborate biological sign system as the origin of the work of art.
Keywords: Ancient Egypt, Biosemiotics, Science, William Blake, Albrecht Durer

Introduction
IOSEMIOTICS IS A transdisciplinary information-science. The domain of biosemiotics is the tiny quantum world of the cell,
proteins and molecular processes. Its purpose is to provide humans with information about
the origin of life and the activity of Nature for more
intelligent adaptation in the universe. Biosemiotics
is a new direction for the humanities in light of a recent study called The Isis Thesis (King 2004).
Spanning a time period of 2520 BCE to 664 BCE,
this broad study of eight Ancient Egyptian texts
(Pyramid Texts, Coffin Texts, Amduat, Book of Gates,
Book of Two Ways, Edifice of Taharqa, and the Book
of the Dead, including the Theban Recension) reveals
an elaborate biological sign system, defining the
cosmogenesis of our universe, the origin of life, and
an autopoietic design for human evolvability that
unlocks meaning across disciplines. In a revelatory
gaze through Nature’s veil, an interrelated matrix of
870 signs describes a biology that deals with real
world phenomena of representations (reactions of
chemiluminescence and photosynthesis), communication (DNA-texts), categorizations (sciences, humanities), and meaning (evolvability).

B

Evolvability
Earl and Deem (2004) describe evolvability as the
propensity to evolve and a selectable trait. Computer
simulations of protein evolution showed that a dra-

matic environmental change leads to selection for
greater evolvability, specifically large-scale genetic
moves such as DNA exchange. According to the
Pharaohs’ web of biosemiosis, human death is a
passage to a quantum mirror universe, where two
chemical reaction paths are available to the molecular
Deceased. The preferred path for evolvability results
in a large-scale genetic move (horizontal gene
transfer), where the Deceased bonds to viral DNA
for transformation in an E. coli bacterial cell. In
support of this, the Egyptian texts reveal that the
viral world-heart pumping life into our universe is a
complex virus called bacteriophage (phage for short)
Lambda. This source or world-heart generates two
DNA-texts. One is the viral legacy of our human
DNA-text due to the Big Bang; the other is the DNAtext of the virus itself that allows the transformation
of the Deceased beyond the spacetime universe so
that he becomes a transcendent Real consciousness
of Four Forces unifed. (King 2004)
In essence, the signs describe self-transcendence
or a movement to what modern science has classified
as lower life-forms such as bacteria, which have a
higher order. This may seem surprising, however,
recent research in cell language theory posits that
human language is ultimately founded on cell language (Ji 1997). It is also important to keep in mind
recent progress in human genetics. With the analysis
of the human genome as 97% junk (Nicholl 2002),
our viral and bacterial heritage has become known,
while helping us to understand the mysteries of
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Nature and the enigma of ourselves. Put simply,
viruses made us what we are today.
Egyptian biosemiotics shows that from phage
Lambda we evolved and to phage Lambda we can
return by a specific chemical reaction pathway for
evolvability. William Blake’s aborted masterpiece
The Four Zoas and Albrecht Durer’s Melancholia I
are also grounded in this same biosemiotics evident
in myth, religion, and the psychology of creative
artists. Put simply, beneath Isis’ veil is an amazing
biology of Nature that has surfaced in History
masked as religion, while also present in great works
of art.

The Problem
Decoding the Pharaohs’ web of biosemiosis (message
flow) shows the Deceased becoming viral DNA for
transformation in an E. coli bacterial cell, a process
activating a time-reversed de-evolution to the early
universe when the Four Forces were unified before
the Big Bang. Their awareness of this origin is incomprehensible, as this state of being is outside of classical physics, that is, the spacetime material universe.
If biosemiotics is the key to long-lost signs unveiling
ultimate meaning, how can we account for the
validity of the Pharaohs’ universal knowledge and
comparative epistemological patterns found in literature, art, myth, religion and psychology?
According to Thomas Sebeok, biosemiotics should
produce novelty and innovation (2001, 39). This
paper will use scientific theory and philosophical
practice (for the origin is a trace contradicting logic),
to support a state of being in an enfolded holographic-like order, above and beyond the limits of the
material experience, allowing transformation of human consciousness to an energy state prior to Planck
time (10 -43 seconds). Access to this energy state
results from self-transcendence or surpassing the
human, a teleonomic (goal-directed) quest for
evolvability to an origin before the Big Bang. This
state of being is Nietzsche’s Overman, Pierre de
Chardin’s Ultra-Human, Antonin Artaud’s body
without organs, Blake’s Four Zoas, the Pharaohs’
Benu Bird on the primordial mound, and what
Egyptian biosemiotics describes as bacteriophage
Lambda or the Four Forces unified.

Practice v.Theory
The decoded Egyptian world-view supports a unique
philosophy of mind, where the transcendent becomes
continually immanent (in material world) and the
1

immanent, by means of transformative knowledge,
becomes eternally transcendent (quantum world).
Fragments of this confusing world-view surfaced in
western philosophy, a discursive formation that
strolled naked with little practical meaning into the
20th Century due to speculative reason. Deluded,
western philosophy from Plato to Nietzsche split into
Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology and other
humanistic sciences. But the Eastern philosophic
tradition, specifically the Upanishads, stretched
beyond reason and corroborated the Egyptian transformation paths. 1
Heidegger was also beyond reason, beyond
philosophy, and beyond ethics. In his “Origin of the
Work of Art,” he explains that humans can achieve
their full potential by passage into a “lighting center”
to “those beings that we ourselves are not, and access
to the being that we ourselves are.”2 The self-transcendent element in Heidegger’s thought is not only
his grasp of a “preontological understanding” that
included an attunement before the Nothing, but also
his revelation of the “lighting center” for a human’s
full potential, all of this a “thinking” similar to that
of the Pharaohs. To Heidegger, the ultimate task of
philosophy was the “thought of Being,” which called
for a radical transformation of philosophy leaving
reason behind. On the same quest, Antonin Artaud
took peyote with the Tarahumara Indians so that he
could return to the source to watch himself evolve
and desire (1976, 75).
As the Pharaohs understood and modern scientists
believe, our universe has a holographic mode of operation. In other words, we are the material hologram,
the illusion. Because of this, theories of immanent
materialism are insubstantial to explain the patterns
accessed by the thinking of creative artists. Ontology
now comes down to an acausal, time-reversed order
in Nature, a movement to the Real holograph or
source, which is best described by biosemiotics and
scientific research. The Natural Sciences, including
quantum physics and cosmology, are currently beyond the ambit of the humanities. This needs to
change. With this objective in mind, this paper will:
1) Summarize the Pharaohs’ observational data
(based on The Isis Thesis), by defining their core
myth and scientific belief system as supporting
evidence for a state of being or origin outside classical physics;
2) Explain scientific evidence for self-transcendence to an energy state of being (origin) by identifying patterns found in literature, art, myth, religion
and the psychology of creative artists (Cases 1-5);

Campbell (1962, 201-03) explains the doctrine of flame and smoke or the two ways identified in Chandogya Upanisad 5.3-10. Also see
<http://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/sbe01/index.htm> for an online source translated by Max Müller.
2
Heidegger’s “lighting center” suggests the effects of light at a ring singularity of a Kerr black hole. Physicists theorize that from the axis
of rotation, the ring singularity is a circular window with rings of different light; from the equator, it appears as glowing light.
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3) Offer the Humanities a recommendation for a
new direction.

The Ancient Core Egyptian Myth
In the least corrupted funerary texts--the Pyramid
Texts (PT) and Coffin Texts (CT)--biological concepts are embedded in a religious narrative, detailing
the afterlife adventures of the dead King who desires
Eternity and transfiguration. In this magical process
of re-creation, the dead King becomes a god. He does
not die again or go upside down, and he is not seized
by the earth gods. However, to obtain this desired
state, the dead King must follow specific directions,
using the earth and stars as guides. By following the
advice in the funerary texts, the King-to-be-transformed joins the Sun-god Re’s ferryboat for the
voyage through the black netherworld of the Duat
and overcomes the monster serpent Apopis. Isis, the
Lady of Provisions, and Thoth, the scribe of the gods,
assist the dead King in his journey through the black
Duat. The dead King judges the two brothers, Horus
and Seth, who compete for the throne of their father
Osiris. When Seth wins the throne, Osiris dies; when

Horus controls the throne, Osiris rises from the dead
with the help of Isis who breathes life into him and
conceives the child Horus by virgin birth. The rivals
are then reunited, resulting in the restoration of the
Eye of Horus, along with the birth of the dead King’s
new form (the Horus child), which is nourished by
Isis, and rising in the East. In the Book of Two Ways
Text 1099, the dead King states: “I establish millions” (Piankoff 1974).

Biosemiotics in Ancient Egyptian Texts
(King 2004)
The following core statements from The Isis Thesis
illuminate Egyptian biosemiotics, detailing the dynamics of two different DNA-texts generated from
the left and right arms of the Lambda genome, one
evolving from virus-to-human and the other transforming from human-to-viral (see Table 1). The latter
text is possible because of the First Law of Thermodynamics: energy cannot be created or destroyed,
yet energy undergoes transformations in Nature, that
is, from heat to work and from chemical potential to
light.

Table 1: Dynamics of phage Lambda World-Heart (from King 2004)
Lambda Genome - Left Arm

Lambda Genome - Right Arm

Modern Science Idea

Viral to human DNA-text

Human to viral DNA-text

Lambda lifestyles

Left Eye of Seth

Right Eye of Horus

Lambda genome

Matter in life

Energy in Universe

E = M (Einstein)

Fermions (matter particles)

Bosons (force particles)

String Supersymmetry

Spacetime - our Universe

Quantum Particles - Dual Universe String T-Duality

Hologram

Holograph

Universe is holographic

Egyptian Upside-down world

Egyptian idea of walking upright

Retina/DNA Inversion

Photosynthesis

Chemiluminescence

2 chemical reactions

Sexual genesis

Asexual (virgin birth)

Metagenesis

cI protein/lysogeny

cro protein/lysis

Lambda competition

Seth

Horus

signs for cI & cro proteins

Osiris dead/Lambda dormant

Osiris risen/Lambda active

signs - Lambda lifestyles

Separation of 4 Forces

Reunity of 4 Forces

Search for Unified Theory

Our Universe has a Holographic Mode of
Operation
According to modern science and Egyptian biosemiotics, our spacetime universe is a large black hole
and also a hologram that is an invertible reflection
of the holograph or quantum world of particles. This
is supported by eye research, for the image on the
retina is inverted. Inversion imagery is evident in the
Egyptian texts, where the Deceased refers to our
spacetime world as “upside down,” while existing

in an afterlife called the “regions of the dwarfs” (CT
132), viz., the quantum world of particles.
Both neurophysiologist Karl Pribram and physicist
David Bohm support the holographic paradigm. After
fifty years of brain research, Pribram’s holonomic
theory (for the example of vision) summarizes evidence that the retinal image is transformed to a holographic or spectral domain. The concept of spectral
domain includes the idea that colors, tones, and all
exteroceptive sensations, including those dependent
on spatiotemporal configurations, that is, shapes of
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surfaces and forms, can be analyzed into their component frequencies of oscillation. (1991, 28) According to Pribram, the spectral (energy) domain is the
Fourier transform of spacetime (configural). In other
words, the input to and the output from a lens performs a Fourier transform. Our familiar spacetime
lies on one side of the transform with a distributed
enfolded holographic-like order on the other side.
As David Bohm (1993, 354) explains:
The whole object is enfolded in each part of the
hologram rather than being in point-to-point
correspondence.We may therefore say that each
part of the hologram contains an enfolded order
essentially similar to that of the object and yet
obviously different in form.
The Pharaohs were well aware of this inversion
process. The Deceased believed that “to be upside
down is my detestation” (CT 201, 203, 205, 206,
211, 214, 220).

The Earth Exhibits the Dynamics of an E.
Coli Bacterial Cell
Some of the same processes occurring in the earth’s
magnetosphere are mirrored at the quantum level of
an E. coli cell, which is the setting for the Egyptian
afterlife in the “regions of the dwarfs.” Actually, if
earth were to shrink less than the Planck-length (10
-33 centimeters), we would see a dual universe as
the original large universe collapsed (Duff 2003).
This is the String Theory idea of T-Duality, which
Egyptian biosemiotics supports. According to modern physics, at this tiny cellular size, the spinning
earth would also exhibit the dynamics of a tiny rotating Kerr black hole with a ring singularity. Egyptian
biosemiotics also supports this idea, claiming that
inside a tiny one-celled organism, proteins fold to
their native states in protein folding funnels having
the dynamics of black holes. As semiotics theoretician Thomas Sebeok has stressed, in the quest for
meaning, it is important to study bacteria (Sebeok
2001, 12) or one-celled organisms. The bacteriophage, a virus attacking bacteria, should also be
studied, for there exists a global communicative
network in our biosphere, formed at the highest level
by the viral bacteriophage, then bacteria followed
by eukaryotes (humans, animals, plants, protists,
fungi).

Pyramidal Architecture and Egyptian
Artwork Mirror Bacteriophage Lambda’s
Morphology, while the Funerary texts
Explain its Activities
The language in the early funerary texts related to
vertices, heads, tails and faces, along with the trian-

gular structure of the pyramids with their tail-like
causeways, mirror the triangular structure of bacteriophage Lambda. In addition, the depiction of long
tails on deities in the Edifice of Taharqa and the
Ramesses VI tomb drawing of an armless human
with coiled legs and a sphere for a head, along with
other artwork, provide more evidence for this view,
for phage Lambda is a tailed virus with an icosahedral head enclosed in a sphere. Most importantly, the
funerary corpus as a whole describes the activities/lifestyles of phage Lambda.
Related to Lambda morphology, Luminet et al.
(2003) analyzed light data remaining from the Big
Bang, observed by NASA’s Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotrophy Probe (WMAP). Based on this cosmic
radiation background data, they determined that the
shape of the universe is a dodecahedron enclosed in
a hypersphere. Although this claim was contested
by Cornish et al. (2004), the dodecahedral topology
reinforces the main conclusion of the Isis Thesis that
the micro-structure that left this signature at the origin of Time before the Big Bang was phage Lambda,
which has an icosahedral phage conformation of 20
equilateral triangles, arranged around the face of a
sphere. The icosahedron is a triangular model of fivefold symmetry in three dimensions, having 20 faces,
12 vertices, and 30 edges, while the dodecahedron
has a pentagonal shape with 12 faces, 20 vertices,
and 30 edges. In Timaeus, Plato also used the dodecahedron (dual to the icosahedron) to describe the
cosmos.

Phage Lambda in the Earth-Cell is the
World-Heart of Two DNA-Texts Controlling
our Universe
Egyptian biosemiotics shows that in the quantum
Sun-earth system, the Sun and stars, which produce
high energy particles that filter through the open
earth system, fit the model of phage Lambda, a
temperate virus, attacking the E. coli earth-cell. In
its battle with the bacterium, phage Lambda wields
a double-edged sword or two infectious lifestyles:
lysogeny and lysis. When it chooses lysogeny, it infects the host cell and becomes dormant, its DNA
genome lodged in the host cell’s chromosome, nailed
there, so to speak, like Christ on the cross, and replicated with the cell’s chromosome. When Lambda
chooses lysis, it becomes active, rising from the dead,
taking over the replication machinery of the cell to
asexually produce millions of clones. The phage
progeny then burst the cell, escaping like little soldiers from a Trojan Horse.
Modern genetics and Egyptian biosemiotics support that the E. coli host chromosome, a DNA Tree
of Life, lodges the integrated, dormant Lambda
genome next to the gene seat for lactose (Nicholl
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2002). The Egyptian dying-rising god Osiris is the
biological sign for this Lambda genome, while the
mother-goddess Isis is the sign for the lactose nutrient medium used to asexually produce phage progeny
from this genome (virgin birth). The Lambda genome
sleeping in the earth-cell is our universe’s quantum
world-heart of creation, expressing two DNA-texts
for coherent evolutionary continuity and survival.
One DNA-text expresses itself as matter in a global
communicative network of our biosphere; the other
DNA-text expresses itself as energy in a quantum
universal communicative network. This Lambda
world-heart is an origin of signification and meaning
in the universe. It is also the origin of the geometry
of our spacetime and quantum phenomena. A modern
geneticist might say that the Lambda genome has
systematic affinities across several genes for two
particular lineages, whereas a physicist might say
that this supersymmetry is similar to every fermion
having a boson twin and the ability to become it. A
biologist would explain that Lambda exhibits metagenesis or reproduction characterized by the alternation of a sexual generation and a generation that reproduces asexually, viz., clones.

The War between Brothers or Proteins
The recurring theme of warring brothers or twins is
a sign for two Lambda proteins struggling for genetic
control over vegetative replication. Seth is the sign
for phage Lambda cI (c-one) protein, and his brother
Horus is the sign for phage Lambda cro protein. The
DNA-text for our spacetime biosphere expresses itself as matter due to cI protein control of the phage
Lambda genome (lysogeny); the DNA-text for a
quantum universal communicative network expresses
itself as energy due to cro protein control of the
phage Lambda genome (lysis). As an Egyptian
Pharaoh might say, viral proteins made us what we
are today (cI) and what we can become tomorrow
(cro). Besides proteins, the competition between
brothers also signifies the competition between two
chemical reactions, photosynthesis (cI) and chemiluminescence (cro).

Human Evolvability is a Selectable Trait
According to Egyptian biosemiotics, a dramatic
spacetime environmental change, such as a human
death, enables the consciousness of the Deceased
(defined as the remaining elements or information
created by the spacetime matter DNA-text) to select
evolvability. In biology, this major evolutionary force
is horizontal gene transfer by phage Lambda itself,
a miniature courier (aka the Sun-god’s bark or
ferryboat) that ferries DNA fragments between species. Alternately, out of fear of Nature or becoming
part of the original Lambda DNA, the Deceased may

be recycled back to the photosynthetic earth-cell
system as a matter DNA-text.

The Pharaonic Scribes Carved the
Chemical Transformation Pathway to the
Lambda Genome into the Bottoms of
Wooden Coffins during the Middle
Kingdom
In 1903, Hans Schack-Schackenburg published
photos of texts on the bottom of a Middle Kingdom
coffin in Berlin, naming them The Book of Two
Ways. The discovery of 18 published and four (4)
unpublished coffins form the basis of this Book from
el Barsha in Middle Egypt. Scribes copied these texts
on the inside bottoms of the tombs of noblemen. The
Cairo Coffin 28083 plan shows a rectangular
schematic divided into two. (Lesko 1972) According
to Piankoff (1974, 11), the blue upper band indicates
the way by water, and the lower black band indicates
the way by land. Actually, the Plan explains in detail
the seven base-pair (7 bp) branch migration path to
the dormant Lambda genome (Osiris) on the host
chromosome, depicting proteins like Xis, RecA, and
the LexA repressor. The text identifies the LamB
porin with its six gates and two figurative paths researchers have identified for the transport of substrate
at the LamB porin, which is the attachment site for
phage Lambda on the host cell. The figurative blue
pathway is the lactose pathway through the Maltose
Transport System or non-MBP binding route resulting in the excision of the prophage (rising of Osiris),
while the black lower way represents the MBPbinding path. MBP cannot bind the substrate lactose
(Merino and Schuman 1997).

The Four Forces are Unified by Inversion
Dynamics
The quantum energy DNA-text exhibits a wormhole
magnetic field that is equivalent to the formation/evaporation processes of a tiny black hole connected to a white hole. In spacetime physics, Einstein
called this type of wormhole an Einstein-Rosen
bridge. However, Egyptian biosemiotics shows that
What is Above in our larger universe is the same as
What is Below in the quantum dual universe. Thus,
there is a faster-than-light shortcut, a tiny EinsteinRosen bridge or DNA wormhole, that expands outward and backward in time to the quantum origin of
the early universe due to black hole/white hole dynamics. In astrophysics, a white hole is a body that
spews out matter or a black hole running backward
in time. The funerary texts abound with language
and artwork about going backward in time, inner
horizons, circulating, mouths (pointing to wormhole
mouths), black hole coordinates such as circles and
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spheres, black hole effects such as dragging/stretching, not to mention that the Pharaoh’s cone-shaped
White Crown resembles a white hole. In The Book
of Two Ways Text 1099, the dead King states, “I am
not being kept from the horizon,” a place where he
tunnels out with his double in a fashion similar to
the particle/antiparticle tunneling that releases
Hawking Radiation from a black hole. Information
is not lost in this process--said physicist Stephen
Hawking (2004), and Egyptian biosemiotics agrees.
On the quantum scale, this is simply the protein
folding funnel of cro protein folding to its native
state as the transcribing polymerase plows straight
through the DNA wormhole magnetic field. The funerary texts explain how the dead King can access
this process that unifies the Four Forces by their inverse due to the holographic mode of operation in
our universe and DNA wormhole dynamics.3 Related
to the idea of What is Above is What is Below (macrocosm/microcosm), an abduction to be falsified is
that the Four Forces in the material universe exhibit
the dynamics of four quantum forces maintaining
the DNA double helix--hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions, ionic interactions (electrostatic)
and van der Waal’s forces.

The Ghost of Biosemiotics Haunts the
Quantum World
The existence of the energy DNA-text imputes biosemiotics to the spectral quantum world. Put simply,
the matter DNA-text for our biosphere is the Fourier
transform (Pribram 1991) or inversion of the energy
DNA-text for the universe and vice versa. Thus, sign
production and interpretation is a general biological
process in both domains.

Transdisciplinarity of Biosemiotics, based
on the Egyptian Funerary texts, Launches
the Discipline as a Rising
Information-Science
Egyptian biosemiotics is the foundation of great
works of literature, art, myth, music, psychology,
philosophy and religion. Put simply, the origin of
the work of art is grounded in an elaborate biological
sign system. As Marcello Barbieri (2001) states, bi-

3

osemiotics is a “new theory of signification and
biological meaning.”

Patterns
Case 1: Antonin Artaud’s Pure
Consciousness as the Four Forces Unified
or Self-Transcendence
Egyptian Biosemiotics grounds human consciousness
in a timeless state of being that is self-transcendent.
This world, an error according to the Pharaohs and
Blake, exists because of the symmetry-breaking of
the Four Forces.4 This, of course, dispenses with the
idealistic conception of humanity and accommodates
the pharaonic vision of not returning to earth, a place
where “I will not eat faeces. I will not drink urine.”
These ideas are similar to Blake’s ideas of man as a
worm or polypus (tumor). Artaud, who received repeated electro-shock treatments during the last three
years of nine consecutive years in mental hospitals,
described the world of matter as clogged with shit,
blood and sperm (Sontag 1973, xxxviii). In his radio
play To Have Done with the Judgment of God (19478), he claimed that man chooses to “shit” rather than
“die alive.” Further, Artaud wrote in the radio play
that “what has been called microbes is god,” mirroring Egyptian biosemiotics, and possibly the idea that
viral DNA is god-like in that it can be a vehicle of
transformation (horizontal gene transfer) to a timeless
energy state of unified Four Forces, the origin before
Nature became Big Banged and illusionary, that is,
material.
Experientially, a person can access quantum consciousness by a break in spacetime consciousness,
an annihilation of the immanent (subjective) material
universe, a movement from illusion to the Real, a
state of being separate but complementary to the
material universe. Those who can make this transition realize biosemiotic patterns. At this level of
quantum insight, one can grasp the biological action
of the sign at the transcendent level of bacteria and
proteins. The break in consciousness occurs at selftranscendence. For example, Artaud describes it as
such while using peyote in 1936, when his spiritual
quest led him to the primitive Tarahumara Indians
in the Copper Canyon region of Old Mexico. In The
Peyote Dance (1976), Artaud writes:

Actually, physicist Martin Bojowald’s theory on the origin of the universe supports DNA wormhole dynamics. In his theory, the smallest
unit of space is a cube within which space, time and matter form intersecting loops. Bojowald’s math shows that gravity is repulsive at
small scales, preventing the collapse of space-time into the singularity. This eliminates the problem of the singularity, enabling Bojowald
to account for a time before the Big Bang. He describes a mirror inverted universe expanding outwards as time runs backwards. (Schlermeier 2005)
4
Similarly, String Theory claims that only three spatial dimensions were subjected to 14 billion years of expansion (the Big Bang), while,
before this moment of expansion, spacetime did not exist and the world had 10 dimensions. The Planck length (10-33 centimeters) is the
size below which conventional notion of space breaks down, and Planck time (10 -43 seconds) is the time interval below which conventional
notion of time breaks down. Gravity split at 10 -43, then the Strong Force at 10 -35, followed by the split of the Weak and Electromagnetic
Forces at 10 -11.
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But one arrives at such a vision only after one
has gone through a tearing and an agony, after
which one feels as if turned around and reversed
to the other side of things, and one no longer
understands the world that one has just left. I
said reversed to the other side of things, as if a
terrible force had granted that you be restored
to that which exists on the other side. . . You
feel as if you were in an effervescent wave
which gives off an incessant crackling in all
directions. . . And these signs were swept in all
directions in space while I seemed to ascend,
but not alone. Aided by a strange force.. . At a
given moment something like a wind arose and
space shrank back.(36-37)5
Artaud’s perception of becoming a wave describes
quantum mechanical wave/particle duality: a matter
particle sometimes behaves like a wave and sometimes like a particle due to electron degeneracy.
Physicist Kip Thorne compares electron degeneracy
to human claustrophobia, describing matter being
squeezed to a density where the electrons are confined to a smaller space. In this state, they are shaking uncontrollably, flying about at high speed, and
kicking forcefully against adjacent electrons. Nothing
can stop the degenerate motion, “for it is forced on
the electron by the laws of quantum mechanics”
(1994, 146). The electron then begins to behave like
a wave. Artaud’s description (tearing and an agony,
strange force, space shrank back) mirrors this process. Motion, of course, dilates time and contracts
length (Einstein’s Special Relativity). Continuing,
Artaud explains his mental experience:
…the fabric of perception opens in a cross, and
cracks in such a way that one no longer knows
whether it is from one’s own heart that this
cross has emerged, or from the heart of that
Other, who then is no longer the Other, any
Other, but THAT ONE, the Only Source of
Flames, whose tongue pierces and gathers the
taste for the Word, when the heart which was
beating like a Double, recognizes its GENERATOR! (1976, 70)

objects radially (in a direction toward and away from
itself) and squeezing all objects transversely (Thorne
450-51). However, because protein folding funnels
have the dynamics of quantum mechanical black
holes (King 2004), Artaud’s quantum insight is also
describing a site-specific recombination process responsible for the integration and excision of bacteriophage genomes into and out of their bacterial host
chromosomes. This process involves a remarkable
genetic cross, a cruciform branched DNA intermediate known as the Holliday junction (Holliday 1964)
that forms due to strand-swapping of DNA (Gopaul
et al. 1998). Thus, with the acceleration-induced
partitioning of spacetime and/or Holliday junction
exchange, Artaud experiences the crossed DNA and
Source, viz., phage Lambda (Osiris) on the host
chromosome, aka Jesus on the cross. Similar to
Blake’s revelation of “Four Mighty Ones are in every
Man, a perfect Unity” (Four Zoas, Night I), Artaud
then describes the splitting of the Four Forces.
And this cross explained to me human consciousness. And with the help of Ciguri of the cross
[peyote] I saw the original prototypes of every state
and every form swell to that point of terrible explosion where the soul of man is cut into four parts at
the very moment it realizes that it is going to fall into
this opacity which has the face of Sin. For to hold
oneself in consciousness is to hold oneself above
Sin. And nothing has the right to be called consciousness except that which has been able never to leave
the shoals of Eternity. (1976, 78)
Like Blake and the Pharaohs, Artaud envisions
man’s pure consciousness as the Four Forces unified,
a self-transcendent state. He also describes the
Tarahumara’s peyote ceremony of ten crosses and
ten mirrors in the circle, three sorcerers or Kings
traveling to the “Pole Star” (60) wearing crowns of
mirrors (66), and the “hole” as “a descent in order
to re-emerge into the daylight” (52), all of which is
similar to pharaonic practices of going forth into the
Day.6 Artaud, describing a spacetime singularity
(What is Above) and/or Holliday junction intermediate (What is Below), writes in his radio play that the
Tarahumara “smash the cross so that the spaces of
space can never again meet and cross.”

Artaud is describing a spacetime singularity, the
cross representing the time axis and the space axis.
At a singularity, spacetime separates, stretching all
5

Artaud also explained that he saw the form of a stranded root at the bottom of a void, “a kind of J that had at its summit three branches
surrounded by an E that was as sad and luminous as an eye.” Flames issued from the left, passing behind the J to the right. Artaud described
this sign as “a painted transcendental representation of the ultimate and highest realities. . .” (37) Decoded, this sign represents the viral
genome with its three promoters under the control of cI protein, the DNA-text for the material universe.
6
Artaud discovered that Tarahumara traditions told of a fire-bearing race of men, who had three Masters or Kings that traveled north to
the polestar. To the Tarahumara, these three Kings are the three sorcerers of the peyote dance, and they wear crowns of mirrors, the triangular Masonic apron, and more triangular designs at the bottom of their knee-length pants. (Artaud 1976) The triangular emphasis suggests
phage Lambda morphology; the polestar route is the same as pharaonic advice in the Pyramid and Coffin Texts. The point is that the
Tarahumara, who do not respect civilized man, were still practicing biosemiotic rites similar to the Pharaohs in 1936. Even the name
Tarahumara means where the night is the day of the moon.
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Case 2: Pierre Teilhard de Chardin’s
Self-Transcendent State
What is self-transcendence? From the pharaonic
perspective of the Deceased in the afterlife (wave
frequency domain), the spatiotemporal world is
“upside down,” and this perception is correct relative
to the invertible Fourier transformation, described
earlier by Pribram’s research (1991), which makes
the big small and the small big. Peyote apparently
prompts the diluted human consciousness to selftranscend and navigate this transform, which could
also be explained by String Theory T-Duality.7
Another example of self-transcendence is the
philosophy of Jesuit paleontologist Pierre Teilhard
de Chardin who, like the Pharaohs, believed that
humans could consciously participate in evolution
by becoming the Ultra-Human, a second species of
Spirit (1978, 45). He considered the earth as the
“doomed enclosure that holds us” and foresaw the
day when Earth would be “a mere gravitational
cipher” holding only bones (190). Like Blake and
Artaud, he linked transcendence and evolvability of
mind with energy. However, Pierre’s mental experiences were not precipitated by peyote. He served in
World War I as a stretcher-bearer (1959, 22) and
believed his insight was due to the “experience of
the War that brought me this awareness and developed it in me as a sixth sense” (1978, 31). Detachment and experience enabled him to perceive “a deliberate change of direction to the transverse,” an
Ultra-Human lying “transversely, appearing, we
might say, on the horizon” (45), and also “a feeling
of terror” (46) similar to Artaud’s cross, reversal,
Source and agony.
Pierre perceived humanity as the Human-million
and biologically as real as a giant molecule of protein. This proved to him that a human being is subject
to the same evolutionary development as other species, thus man “must coalesce into physical relationships and groupings that belong to a higher order
than his.” (31) Pierre, a scientist and Jesuit priest,
had spent three years studying in Cairo. There he
experienced a sense of wonder that gradually grew
into an understanding of the heart of matter, what he
called a World-heart of two streams, two Centres,
from which planetary humans evolved and the universal Ultra-Human emerged. He envisioned the
Ultra-Human as a fantastic molecular swarm, an
awe-inspiring multitude, a terrifying granular Energy. (56) Like the Tarahumara sorcerers traveling
to the Pole Star, Pierre emphasizes the importance
of the supreme Pole of attraction and completion
(51), the evolutive Pole to the World (19), a Pole
7

which imparts the quality of irreversibility (38), viz.,
no return to a planetary existence. Pierre writes that
this Pole or Omega Point is “the complex unit in
which the organic sum of the reflective elements of
the World become irreversible within a transcendent
Super-ego” (39). The Pharaohs support these directions and dynamics (King 2004). In fact, William
Blake, the Upanishads and the Pharaohs identify the
same path for human transformation and evolvability,
another interesting pattern that would require a full
analysis in a separate paper.

Case 3: William Blake’s Four Zoas as the
Four Forces
Literary scholars cannot agree if William Blake’s
masterpiece The Four Zoas is a poem or a dream, a
myth or an opera, a systematic cosmology or a psychological process of random creativity. Nor can
they decide whether Blake was a prophetic mystic,
genius madman, or poetic artist. Perhaps Blake and
his unengraved, multi-faceted masterpiece represent
all of these elements, for in a letter to Thomas Butts
on April 25, 1803, he wrote that the poem was given
to him through “immediate Dictation.” Nonetheless,
one fact stands firm: the Four Zoas denote four specific elements, four distinct energies or forces that
separate, resulting in the creation of life or fallen
Man in spacetime. Despite Blake’s apocalyptic human harvest (Night IX), these four energies then recombine for the salvation of some men, but not all.
William Blake and the Egyptian Pharaohs share
the same vision--the fourfold regeneration of man.
The symmetry-breaking of these Four Forces also
leads to the creation of our universe and life as we
know it, and our most astute scientists believe a theory or path exists for their reunification. This reunification of forces or resurrection to unity, according
to the cosmology outlined by the Egyptian funerary
texts, results in a recombinant, cloned, cosmic species (King 2004) that Text 1130 in The Book of Two
Ways claims “made every man like his fellow”
(Lesko 1972). This is a parallel to Blake’s Universal
Man existing in the Universal Brotherhood of Eden
(I, 9-10), for all men are equal in the Universal
Brotherhood in a fashion that can be compared to
the equality of cosmic clones. Blake actually perceives his four-fold Brotherhood as a “Cloud of
Blood” representative of the risen Christ (IX, 26591), suggesting phage progeny. This is preferable to
Blake’s fallen man Albion, described as a “Human
polypus of Death” (IV, 265-68), that is, a tumor or
small vascular growth on the surface of a mucous
membrane.

T-Duality is a superstring duality symmetry. Massive particles can become massless, what is called the self-dual point. This proposes
that the universe began flat and large versus curved, hot and small. For more information, see <http://www.superstringtheory.com/cosmo/cosmo5.html>
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Definition of Four Forces
The Four Forces electrify the biosemiotics of Blake’s
cosmogony describing the birth, death and judgment
of the Fallen Man until the reign of “Sweet Science”
(IX, 855). In the hot early universe, physicists believe
that the Four Forces were unified. As the temperature
dropped, Gravity separated first, then the Strong
Force, followed by the Electroweak, which finally
split into the Weak and Electromagnetic Forces.
Gravity is attractive, assembling matter into galaxies
and stars, holding the planets in place around the
Sun, and making sure human beings stay grounded
on Earth. The Strong Force holds the nuclei of atoms
together, and its release in nuclear fusion results in
the stars and sun shining. The Electromagnetic Force
holds electrons captive inside atoms and causes
electric and magnetic effects, such as the repulsion
between like electrical charges or the interaction of
bar magnets. The Weak Force is responsible for radioactive decay of matter and the detonation of dying
stars as explosive supernovae. The Egyptian texts
repeat that the dead King is one of four gods--probably gravity--or the “fourth of these four mighty
gods” (Theban Recension, Ch. 169), as he moves
backward in Time to the early universe (King 2004),
where the Four Forces were once unified. Blake
writes: “Four Mighty Ones are in every Man; a Perfect Unity/Cannot Exist but from the Universal
Brotherhood of Eden” (I, 9-10), suggesting the same,
but emphasizing the unity of the four as the eternal
transformation state. In The Book of Two Ways, one
of the Sun-god’s good deeds is to make men equal,
a universal brotherhood like Blake’s that becomes
possible with the production of phage Lambda progeny or clones and the reunification of the Four
Forces.

The Gravity of Tharmas
In Night I, Blake immediately informs us that
Tharmas is the “Parent pow’er” (24) or god-force
that separated first. The weeping Tharmas explains
that he cannot cast Enitharmon, symbolic of space
(Milton Plate 24, 68), from his bosom due to pity (I,
31-2). He then complains that he is “like an atom,/A
nothing, left in darkness; yet I am an identity” (612). As a force of attraction, Gravity keeps objects
like the moon, the facet of Nature associated with
Tharmas, revolving around earth so they do not
swing off into space. The grave Tharmas cannot cast
off space and feels like an atom, a place where electrons revolve around a nucleus in the same fashion
as the moon around earth. Space within an atom is
inclusive, incapable of being cast out like Enitharmon. Tharmas then “Turn’d round the circle of
Destiny” (74), and like a falling rock, “sunk down
into the sea” (76), another indicator of the Gravita-

tional Force. At this point, Enion, the emanation of
Tharmas, completes the Circle of Destiny, around
which “roll’d the sea, Englobing in a wat’ry Globe,
self balanc’d” (88), once again pointing to the effects
of Gravity maintaining our Globe in its rotation path
around the Sun.
Night II provides more evidence for Tharmas as
Gravity. Enion, the weeping emanation of Tharmas,
raves in the mighty “draught of Voidness to draw
Existence in,” suggesting a drawing, gravitational
movement. Another reference describes the “World
of Tharmas, where in ceaseless torrents/His billows
roll, where monsters wander in the foamy paths”
(256-7), again pointing to gravitational effects that
keep objects on paths. Similarly, Tharmas in search
of reunity with Enion, “roll’d his billows in ceaseless
eddies . . .All thro’ the caverns of fire & air & Earth”
(270-2). In Night VII, we find Tharmas in the fabric
of space, “Revolving round in whirlpools fierce, all
round the cavern’d worlds” (3-4). Our physicists
believe that spacetime is a flat, two-dimensional
fabric, and planets, earth and stars curve spacetime.
As “cavern’d worlds” suggest, the curved spaces of
planets are embedded in flat superspace, which
physicists believe is the unique geometry of our
universe. Put simply, the earth warps spacetime into
a concaved sinkhole around it. Because Tharmas was
divided “in times of Everlasting” and “rent in sunder”
(Night VIIb 58), he yearns for the “Crystal form that
lived in my bosom” (65), a sign for the unified Four
Forces or Universal Brotherhood. He is called the
“Demon of Waters” (72), an appropriate name for
the force acting on the watery revolutions of hyperspace.

The Strong Force Falls
The second force that separated is the Strong Force
or the fallen Luvah, discussed in Night II. “Luvah
was cast into the Furnaces of affliction and sealed”
(72), surrounded “with walls of iron and brass” (99),
melted (113), and released as “molten metal” (118).
The Strong Force holds or seals nuclei together, and
its release in nuclear fusion, blending or melting is
the source of the Sun’s and all energy on Earth.
Luvah’s separation results in “bright masses” (136)
being form’d and thrown down thundering into the
deeps of Non Entity.
Heated red hot they, hizzing, rend their way
down many a league
Till resting, each his [center del. basement del.]
finds; suspended there they stand
Casting their sparkles dire abroad into the dismal deep (137-40).
Thus, mass is converted to the sparkling energy of
starlight. The text then states that the “strong scales”
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that “Luvah rent from the faint Heart of the Fallen
Man” are erected to weigh the “massy [Globes del.]
Cubes,” suggesting cubic molecular structure, and
fix them in their stations (142-44) or embed them in
curved spacetime. “Beneath the Caverns roll the
weights of lead and spindles of iron,/The enormous
warp and woof rage direful in the affrighted deep”
(148-49), and further, “they hang abroad/The universal curtains & spread out from Sun to Sun/The
vehicles of light; they separate the furious particles
/Into mild currents” (152-55). The “strong energies”
are bound (163) and “Trigons and cubes divide the
elements in finite bonds” (169). This is a good description of the Strong Force that binds nuclei together.
Related to this process, astrophysicists assert that
iron is created in the center of massive stars and expelled when the stars explode as supernovae. Iron
and other heavy elements then mix with interstellar
matter and form new stars and planetary systems. In
line with this idea, the text states that “Each took his
station” and “Thus were the stars of heaven created
like a golden chain” (266-68). In Blake’s vision,
Luvah represents the element of Fire associated with
stars, as Northrop Frye has charted (1969, 277-78).
As could be expected related to iron and other elements mixing with interstellar matter to form planetary systems, the “Golden sun arises from the deep”
(344) and “nine bright spheres of harmony rise round
the fiery king” (348). The moon reverberates and
“bubbling springs of life in regions of dark death”
(373) awake, for Luvah as the Strong Force is the
source of the Sun’s energy and all life on Earth.

The Emergence of the ElectroWeak
Force as Urizen
Theory proposes that in the high-energy early universe, electromagnetism and the weak force functioned as the Electroweak Force. This force was responsible for radioactivity, such as the decay of a
neutron into a proton, electron, and antineutrino. In
Night III, Urizen falls and is forced “To forge the
curbs of iron & brass, to build the iron mangers”
(34). Iron has magnetic properties, and Night III resounds with thunder and lightning (109) or references
to electromagnetic effects. Urizen casts his emanation
Ahania, who falls “like lightning” (132). Man now
faces death or decay (59-65).
Thro’ the Confusion, like a crack across from
immense to immense,
Loud, strong, universal groan of death, louder

Than all the wracking elements, deafen’d &
rended worse
Than Urizen (149-52).
Three vector bosons are responsible for the weak
nuclear force (decay), and these elementary particles
carry the weak effect from one particle to another.
One could imagine this effect as a sudden sharp noise
or “crack across from immense to immense.” Similarly, the photon is the carrier particle of the electromagnetic interaction. Photons comprise the light we
see, and the radiant heat we feel. Thus Urizen is referred to as the Prince of Light (I, 488), with Frye
(1969) relating the fallen god to the element of air
and the Sun. Yet, the Electroweak Force splits, which
introduces Urthona, the fourth fallen Eternal, who
is represented in Night I as dark Urthona standing
before a glowing mass of iron (519-20).

Urthona Splits as the Weak Force
In Night IV, Urthona in Time is Los, and Enitharmon
is the emanation. Los and Enitharmon pervade Time
and space, a Universe of Death & Decay where
Enitharmon weaves the delusive forms of Man in
Tharmas’ watery world of gravitational waves (278). The Spectre of Urthona, seeing Enitharmon, tells
Tharmas that their beauty is decayed (79). Tharmas
tells Los to take Urthona’s hammer and rebuild the
furnaces (149), choosing life over death “And all the
Elements shall serve thee to their soothing flutes”
(153). Los then rebuilds Urizen’s “Ruin’d Furnaces”
(165), and “Los form’d Anvils of Iron petrific, for
his blows/Petrify with incessant beating many a rock,
many a planet” (165-69), forming the hours, days
and years (179-81). He also forms the mills and
“works/Of many wheels” (182-3), creating “The
Links of fate, link after link, an endless chain of
sorrows” (207). Man incarnate suffers “Eternal
Death” (258), suggesting that Urthona/Los represents
the Weak Force, which causes matter to decay.

Structure and Dynamics of Blake’s
Universe
As the history of Blake’s fallen cosmos unfolds in
Time from Night I to IX, and then bounces back into
its timeless origin of reunification, the full evolving
vision emerges, a process grounded in biosemiotics,
tapping a comprehensive knowledge base that elucidates a coherent cosmology that parallels not only
modern theory, but also Egyptian wisdom 5000 years
earlier (see Table 2).
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Table 2: Comparative Biosemiotics
Blakean Sign

Egyptian Sign

Biosemiotics

Sleeping Albion on Death Couch

Great Inert One Osiris (CT 74)

Dormant phage Lambda

Risen Albion/Universal Brotherhood Risen Osiris; "man a million tall"

Millions of phage progeny/clones

Serpent Orc

Seth

Lambda cI protein

Chain of Jealousy, Sorrow

Conspiracy of Seth/Osiris suffering Lambda DNA-text of matter

Root of Tree of Mystery

"Horus of the Tree" (CT 465)

Lambda DNA-text of energy

Spectre/shadow/within seen without Upside-down world

Spacetime hologram due to cI

Infolded Eternal Tent

Dwarf regions/right Eye of Horus

Enfolded holograph (quantum)

Albion's loud death groan

Seth's Great Flood (matter)

Big Bang expansion due to cI

Enitharmon (Queen of Heaven)

Isis

Lactose nutrient medium

Caverns/Nets/lead weights/iron

Vault/House of Net/frame of weights Sun/Earth fields (virus/E.coli)

Earth is "infinite plain" (Milton)

Great Plateau/limitless desert

Flat hyperspace

"draught of Voidness" for existence Great Void; Black Duat/Netherworld Universe is black hole due to cI
Orc is Thief of Fire

Seth is thief; snatched Horus' Eye

Eternity-traveler passes 2 vortices

Reference to white/black holes/eyes Einstein-Rosen bridge/DNA

Starry wheels

Sky goddess Nut as Great Well/Stars Star galaxies

Limit/Edge of Translucence

Lustral basins in black Duat

Singularity light effects

Winepresses, mills, "crushing
wheels"

"Wine-press god" (CT 205)

Singularity Gravity effect

Fires repel Redeem'd Man

"Flame that repulses;" no burning

Kerr singularity's repulsive gravity

Blake describes the separation of the Four Forces
within a cosmos of dark revolving matter “conglobing” or becoming a round mass. The creation or
“draught of Voidness” has turning “Starry Wheels,”
vortices, nets, and caverns that resonate to the fallen
Man Albion’s Big Banging Groan. Blake writes,
“Eternity appear’d above them as One Man infolded”
(I, 363). Similarly, as the dead King begins his
transformation and movement to the stars, he states,
“my skin was turned inside out” (CT 289).
A counterpart to the goddess Isis, Blake’s central
catalyst and Queen of Heaven is Enitharmon, a sign
for the lactose nutrient medium. In Night I, the text
reveals that “Once the Child was fed/With Milk, but
wherefore now are the Children fed with blood?”
(400-01) This situation is due to the murder of
Enitharmon, when the first force Tharmas separates
(I, 525-29). She is described as a “soft cloud of
snow” (II, 99-100), a resting place is made for her
(IV, 72), and from her heart burst forth the fiery boy
Orc, a terrible child (V, 36-37), a Demon, whose life
sustains “a living Chain” (V, 155-72). Orc is the sign
for cI protein generating the spacetime matter DNAtext or chain. A counterpart to the Egyptian Seth,
Orc is the thief of fire (VII, 147), that is, he has stolen
fire from the Sun by photosynthesis. Yet, a plot is
hatched to “bring the Shadow of Enitharmon beneath
our wondrous tree” (VII, 113), where a “deadly root”

Earth steals Sun energy

has sprouted under Orc’s heel (VII, 3), a “root of
Mystery” (32), the original DNA-text to transform
matter to energy. Descending down the tree of
Mystery (VII, 21), the shadow of Enitharmon brought
forth a “wonder horrible: a Cloud” (327), that is, a
cloud of phage progeny or dark energy.
In Blake’s shadowy spacetime world of specters,
Albion, the fallen Eternal collective of humanity,
wakens from his Couch of Death (VIII, 16-17), as
Enitharmon’s heart gates finally crumble (28-29).
She erects looms to weave “Spectres Bodies of Vegetation” (37-8), a sign of vegetative replication and
protein folding. Weaving is also the sign for protein
folding in the Egyptian texts, where gods sit on the
linen symbol for weaving, with the Amduat text
(Hour 9) stating that they are “seated firmly on their
instruments for weaving” (Budge 1905).
Then, in a movement back to the origin of Time,
Urizen “in his web of deceitful religion” (VIII, 415)
becomes a stony, scaled form with a triple row of
teeth (415-31), suggesting a movement backward to
the Paleozoic Era, when organisms such as reptiles
had hard parts. Blake again suggests a time movement backward to vegetative replication by writing:
So Man looks out in tree & herb & fish & bird
& beast
Collecting up the scatter’d portions of his
immortal body
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Into the Elemental forms of every thing that
grows. (561-63)
In Night IX, Albion awakes (95-120), and the “vortexes begin to operate” (92), suggesting the operation
of two vortices. In Milton, Blake wrote that
everything has a vortex: “when once a traveller thro’
Eternity/Has pass’d that Vortex, he perceives it roll
backward behind/His path, into a globe itself infolding like a sun” (Pl. 15). This describes white hole
dynamics: theoretically, if one were in a black hole
and looking backward, the person would see a white
hole, which is a black hole running backward in
Time. Also, Urizen rises in “white robes” and “radiant Youth” (IX, 190-93). This reversion to youth
represents a backward time flow, which is also
evident in Tharmas becoming renewed as a boy and
Enion a girl (510-11). Blake’s Four Zoas then reunify
in a dazzling Cloud of Blood “Fourfold, each in the
other reflected” (278-84). So time is moving backward to the reunification state of Blake’s Four Zoas
or Four Forces, and Enitharmon “in milky juices,
flow’d into a form of Vegetation, living, having a
voice” (474-5). This “form of Vegetation” is the
original energy DNA-text nurtured by the milky juice
of lactose.
Then in apocalyptic Night IX, Redeemed Man
escapes, but many die an Egyptian “Second Death.”
But in the Wine presses is wailing, terror &
despair.
Forsaken of their Elements they vanish & are
no more,
No more but a desire of Being, a distracted,
ravening desire,
Desiring like the hungry worm & like the [silent
del.] gaping grave.
They plunge into the Elements; the Elements
cast them forth
Or else consume their shadowy semblance.
(732-37)
Thus, Blake’s single visionary conception of great
psychological depth is based on a biosemiotic cosmogony that brings us directly back to pharaonic
knowledge. The mental experiences of William Blake
described in The Four Zoas reveal that he could
probe the depths of his psyche at a biological level
to unveil the history, structure and dynamics of life
in our Universe.

Case 4: Albrecht Durer’s Melancholia I
Since Albrecht Durer engraved Melancholia I in
1514, a complete understanding of the work has been
illusive. A confounded angel sits in an alchemical
laboratory, holding its head up with the left hand,
while the right holds a compass, as it stares at a

polyhedra or distorted cube, stretched into six
pentagonal faces and two equilateral triangles. Above
the sullen angel is an hour glass with equal amounts
of sand, suggesting timelessness, and a magic square
with sixteen numbers, which has puzzled mathematicians since 1514. Adding the numbers across,
down or diagonally always gives 34, a number
somehow related to the distorted geometric stone
that is the object of the angel’s melancholia.
Sitting next to a ladder on a grindstone between
the sullen angel and the misshapen cube is a winged,
hermaphroditic cherub. Above the cherub is a set of
scales, equally-balanced. To its right is a ladder and
behind this heavenly tool for ascension is a starry
sun encircled by a rainbow over a dead-calm sea,
suggesting radiance, peace, a restoration of order or
possibly light effects at a ring singularity. Before the
polyhedra lies a curled lamb or young ram, reminding
one of Blake’s “sinless soul” in Paradise, who laid
her head “on the downy fleece/Of a curl’d Ram who
stretch’d himself in sleep beside his mistress” (Night
IX, 455-56). Is this the Lamb of God, the Agnus Dei
in Christian symbolism, often accompanied by the
epigraph: Mors ego sum mortis. Vocor Agnus, sum
Leo fortis (I am the death of death. I am called a
lamb, I am a strong lion)? Agnus is also related to
agni (fire), representing the fiery apocalypse of world
renovation. (Cirlot 1971, 176) Before this lamb lies
a white sphere, suggesting unity, perfection, the All.
An Old Egyptian Proverb states: “That which is
Fundamental Truth, the Substantial Reality, is beyond true meaning, but the Wise Men call it the All.”
To a degree--through biosemiotics, we can wrestle
with the idea of the All like Durer’s angel. The artist
has carved the vision of Paradise. The number 34
represents a measurement of DNA, which is 34
angstroms for each full cycle of the double helix
spiral. Mirroring de Chardin’s Evolutive Pole, the
Angel’s compass points directly at the Sun or polestar at true North, which is between magnetic north
and magnetic west, the same northwest direction
advised by the Egyptian funerary texts (Parker 1979).
The stone represents the composite of humanity and
Lambda DNA. The grindstone suggests Lambda
second-stage rolling circle replication of clones, as
confirmed by the hermaphroditic cherub. In Blake’s
Four Zoas, Urizen sees the “battle take a form/which
he intended not: a shadowy hermaphrodite, black &
opake” (VIII, 102-03). In zoology, a hermaphrodite
is a species that contains both male and female
sexual organs at some point during their lives. In
many species, hermaphroditism is a normal part of
the life-cycle. This idea suggests a movement to a
birth, where an unambiguous assignment of male or
female cannot be made, a state of self-fertilization
or creation.
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Like the scales in Egyptian art representing
chemical equilibrium, Durer’s scales are equally
balanced, for the two arms of the Lambda genome
are balanced by the activity of genes that were
formerly repressed. This equilibrium prevents the
reification of the spacetime world. Still, Paradise
Cloned is unappealing to the melancholy angel, for
the idea of self-transcendence into a lower lifeform
with higher order is discombobulating. Can this
crystallized form of phage Lambda be Blake’s Human Form Divine? The Philosopher’s Stone?

Case 5: The Syncretistic Migration of
Biosemiotics from Osiris to Christ
Joseph Campbell suggests that the widely known
myth of the earth-goddess fertilized by the dying/rising moon bull had developed by 4500 BCE
(1962, 36-37). By circa 2520 to 2360 BCE, according
to Erik Hornung’s timetable (1999), the Egyptians
carved the first pyramid texts, detailing Osirian bio-

logy. Despite ancient Egypt’s isolation, this masked
biological knowledge surfaced in other cultures and
finally in biblical myth: Noah and the Ark (Deceased
Sun-god on the Sun-bark), Mary’s virgin birth of the
dying/rising Jesus (Isis’ virgin birth of the Horus
child), the rivalry of Cain and Abel (Seth and Horus),
and the Tree of Life versus the Tree of Knowledge
of Good and Evil (timelessness v. spacetime).
Egyptian biosemiotics easily translates this anthropomorphic viral code. Noah represents the human-toviral energy DNA-text; Mary’s virgin birth is
asexual production of phage progeny; Jesus is the
dormant then active Lambda genome lodged next to
the lactose gene (Mary) on the host chromosome;
Cain and Abel represent the competition between cI
(lysogeny) and cro (lysis) proteins for vegetative
replication; and, on the quantum level, the cross or
tree is a sign for the DNA cross or Holliday junction
exchange that occurs with the integration (dying) or
excision (rising) of the Lambda genome into or out
of the host cell chromosome. (see Table 3)

Table 3: The syncretistic migration of Osirian biosemiotics(summarized from Campbell 1962; King 2004;
Rosenberg 1986)
Osirian Theme

Sumer/Babylonia

Flood/Ark

Utanapishtim/Ark in Flood Shiva-Rudra's Flood

Zeus' Flood

Mother-goddess

Ishtar, Tiamat

Gaea

Virgin Birth

Mithra/Persia; Attis/Phrygia Buddha; Krishna

Gaea; Dionysus

Warring brothers

Gilgamesh v. Enkidu

Rama v. Bharata

Eteocles v. Polyneices

Dying/Rising God

Dumuzi; Mithra; Attis

Vishnu's 3 forms

Adonis; Dionysus

Tree/Cross

Mithra born near Tree

"Mover of Tree of Universe"

"Dionysus in the Tree"

Conclusion
In Frazer’s The Golden Bough (1922), he concludes
his study with this statement: “In short, religion, regarded as an explanation of nature, is displaced by
science.” Egyptian biosemiotics in the works of
Artaud, de Chardin, Blake and Durer support this
conclusion. Now we can understand the underlying
biological meaning of what Frazer called a “strange
and recurring tragedy,” an Italian legend of human
sacrifice and ritual regicide.8
In forming this new conceptualization of Egyptian
thinking, a view of the world emerges that is woven
8

India
Kali

Greece

with our best modern science (research-based
knowledge and theory) that is rooted in biosemiotics.
This is related to Being because our survival depends
on the correct decipherment of signs (Sebeok 2001,
104). According to the Pharaohs, species survival
depends on having knowledge of two ways, specifically, the chemical transformation path back to the
viral source of our universe, a state of Four Force
unity. It is this knowledge that myth and religion
masked and that Blake, Durer, Artaud, Heidegger,
de Chardin, and other creative artists possessed and
attempted to demonstrate through writing and art.

Frazer recounts the myth of the sacred grove of the Roman hunting goddess Diana Nemorensis, or Diana of the Wood. To become the
King of the Wood, a candidate for the priesthood had to murder the aging priestly King, who was hunted and slain in Diana’s wood. In one
version of the legend, a special tree grew in her grove, from which no branch could be broken. By breaking off a Golden Bough of this
tree, a candidate could slay the priestly King and claim his title. Is this a fabulous myth with no foundation as Frazer claims, or is it describing
biological sign activity? Again, the murderous competition is a biological sign for the competition between two proteins for vegetative
replication. The Golden Bough from the DNA Tree is the sign for the theft of the operator sequences that would allow the genetic expression
of the Lambda right arm. Stealing the Golden Bough is the theft of fire from the Sun, viz., photosynthesis. Thus, our fallen world exists,
Osiris does not rise, and one priest murders another. Bronze statuettes show the goddess Diana holding a torch in her raised right hand, a
reminder of the ascendancy of the right Lambda arm, the Rightful Order of Maat, and the rising of Osiris. Is it no wonder that Diana demanded
human sacrifice?
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Impact: A Breath of Death for the
Humanities
Four forces must now work together for human
evolvability: Biosemiotics, the Humanities, Science
(including Medicine), and Religion. To spearhead
the change, the Humanities must use Biosemiotics
as a tool (1) to hear the voice of Antiquity, (2) to
decode modern signs with new vision, (3) to learn
more about Science and our universe, (4) to guide
Medicine (psychiatry and clinical psychology) about
mental states in creative artists, and (5) to negotiate
with Religion for enlightenment of the flocks. The
Humanities must forge a new interdisciplinary curriculum on what it means to be human in the 21st
Century. The Ancient Egyptian philosophy of mind,
a world-view in line with modern cosmological theory, shows that humans exist in a measurable universe of illusion, a hologram. According to the
Pharaohs, death of the body enables a passage to the
Real, the holograph, yet humans today fear death

and delay it with drugs, machinic body parts and
other mechanical processes. If the objective of the
Humanities is to teach the core values of a worthy
life, then it must also teach human fulfillment related
to one’s own end or telos, for the goal of existence
is a movement out of the sensual world to the Real,
according to Ancient Egyptian knowledge and selftranscending creative artists. Thus, the Humanities-against the controlling biopolitical current--must
foster a new discourse to include death, resurrection
and transformation, showing that Religion is Science.
To modify a pattern of dominant meanings in
meaningless signs suffocating humanity, that is the
monumental task before the Humanities. Can one
stand within the discursive regime and outside of it
to effect change and the reinvention of the human?
If not, then this biosemiosis of Ancient Egyptian
texts, this legacy of Antiquity, will not change the
world, but will be buried with the corpse of the Humanities that murdered humanity’s potential.
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